Notes: What are the demands

Tarbell, Ida M.
What are the demands? Need - decide on specific which & activity outside food and declared work.

1. General concern - 1. achievement - don't wash up by keeping in safe place for middle citizen.
   - can carry on activity - to prevent need for illness for money - simple to provide insurance - and.

   - new school of freedom of activity - oversimplified middle class education.

   - new money - complex - price - solution - must be middle insurance.

1. Fitness of public service - arguments of purse - human - will of all officials - discussing political equally with every.

   - begin at home - call the discussion in office - make wise - may - how to - fitness - full strength.

   - work in future - recognize past - feel efficiency - with - revenue.
in many realms a man or later mati
breath with his occupation thus if we,
nothing worseoble but we are contriving to
meet the general demand
particularly and shall it be
imperative the need we expect in
inefficiency- mail-
particularly mail- nurse a child or

II. Peace — med —

III. Protect — youste — mons childern.
The first of which was now passed on

by means will free fitness for positions
in other accomplishments a contributing
fruit ruhl.
will she demand no woman be
given justice equal to plence - no money
because she a woman more
Randall & New smearise - a fact. Weakness
of many in professional & formalised life.
Dr. & L. pretty much resemble -
college piles in journalism & failure.
Address in rest & in men.

Surely economy will be it -
App lied but vast - apply more
more sure economy done in activity.

in peace effort - disarmament -
only one of several necessary efforts -
make it seem a maclurcring of peace
Redd.

it is to protect you'll need we
must learn peace.

The three demands take together.

How are we to full mean -
you cannot save mean by -
poilice des rest - make massage -
mean sometimes - best keep create conditions
under which men may develop -
embodying now basic - entirely new
different - the deeply meaning -
residual - meaning - especially -
It is the number of such as make the guilt
that makes possible their decoder the tendency
for the perdition.

The war's most striking exhibit in the
impulsiveness of the constant hurry -
for saving a week's life - all the nations
rushed by you ever had a greater -
impulsiveness of the more the middle -
not done until all the peace is it.

Beating down of high walls - this buying -
let the typhoons in the clay plateau deeped
(adjacent & achieve & arrived). Expect at
me to submit -
still, if this relentless war will come
endless for the leader -
intelligence qui m'a fait aimer ce charme
et d'intelligence - We by equality -
connu et de l'education - forme
selon
J. P. S. allez - The personnel plus
in late y de le proce - family will -
shaking take upt -
one safe family may leave a
loue - Humbie eftace effective 12
What you are a penalty be a loun.
It is the nature of middlers which
can be misted. Mill croule -
Mlle. d'orthetrie -